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Gronodec Premier in silver
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About Grono
Founded in 2009 by our owner Lionel Gilmartin, when he discovered
artificial grass and thought the product could really take off in the UK. From
starting out by knocking on customers’ doors, Grono has grown rapidly
and we are now in a range of builders’ merchants.
We’re a young company – just 12 years old – and we’re dynamic and
innovative, breaking new ground in the products we make and pioneering a
new era in outdoor spaces in line with a better, more sustainable lifestyle.
Grono is all about creating stylish, practical, and easy-to-maintain outdoor
living spaces to enjoy all year round, whatever the weather.
As well as being made from eco-friendly materials, our composite
decking, fencing, and cladding are both beautifully realistic and able to
take whatever the harsh British weather can throw at it without
deteriorating – unlike many timber products. That means homeowners can
spend more time enjoying their outdoor space than maintaining it.
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Gronodec Premier in silver, with Gronodec Premier L Trim in charcoal

Gronograss Grono Premier 30 mm

Gronofence Premier in silver with Gronofence Post
& Cap in silver
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Gronodec is a core range of wood plastic composite (WPC) decking,
reformed from 55% recycled wood fibre, 35% recycled plastic, with a
balance of resin and iron oxide pigment. Ethically and sustainably sourced,
inheritable durable, and aesthetically pleasing - composite decking is easy
to install, rot-resistant, and splinter-free. Gronodec will enhance any
contemporary outdoor living space.
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Why choose
Gronodec?
A closer look at some of the incredible benefits of
choosing Gronodec composite decking.

Low maintenance

Weather resistant

Environmentally
friendly

Durable
Splinter free
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Slip resistant

Premier
Our Gronodec Premier range consists of eco-friendly
composite decking boards that are made out of
wood from sustainably managed sources combined
with 100% recycled plastic - which means they are
extremely hard-wearing and very gentle on the
environment. Gronodec Premier is available in a range
of five contemporary colours mocha, coffee, brown,
silver, and charcoal. Gronodec Premier is weatherresistant and comes with the added benefit of a 25year product warranty.

Gronodec Premier in charcoal

Characteristics
25mm x 136mm x 3660mm
Weight: 10kg
Weather-resistant
UV resistance
Low maintenance
Corrosion resistant
Eco-friendly
Product material - WPC: 55% recycled
wood fibre, 35% recycled plastic,
10% additive

mocha

coffee

silver

brown

charcoal
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Characteristics
23mm x 136mm x 3660mm
Weight: 10.8kg
Extremely durable with almost
0% water absorption
Low maintenance
Corrosion resistant
Eco-friendly
Product material - WPC: 55%
recycled wood fibre, 35%
recycled plastic, 10% additive

GronoDual
GronoDual is a co-extruded and dual-sided decking board
offering two colourway options per decking board. The
colour choices compliment most environments and the
hard-wearing construction with a nested core that
ensures the composite decking retains its colour. It is
easy to clean and comes with the added benefit of a Life
Time Warranty. GronoDual is available in twoway colour
dual boards, offering a 4 colourway range: light grey +
charcoal, and coffee + brown.

+

light grey

+

charcoal

coffee

brown

Did you know?
GronoDual has 3-4 times improved
resistance to scratches vs traditional WPC
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burnt shipwreck

Characteristics
25mm x 235mm x 3660mm
Weight: 16.5kg
Water-resistant
UV resistance
Low maintenance
Corrosion resistant
Eco-friendly
Product material - WPC: 55% recycled wood
fibre, 35% recycled plastic,10% additive

GronoMax
Measuring at 235mm wide, our GronoMax
boards dare to be different! Developing a 73%
wider board (vs our Gronodec Premier) with a
unique distressed and aged finish that will give
larger decking projects that antique and rustic
appeal! GronoMax is available in burnt
shipwreck.
Gronodec Max in burnt shipwreck
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Accessories
Our Gronodec accessories have been specifically designed to
accompany our product ranges and will help you finish the job
to the highest standards.

Gronodec Premier Nose Board
25mm x 136mm x 3660mm
10kg
Gronodec Premier Nose Boards have been designed to give any
visible edges of your decking a neat and flawless appearance.
Available in a range of five contemporary colours mocha, brown,
coffee, silver, and charcoal.
Gronodec Premier Fascia
8mm x 180mm x 3660mm
7.32kg
Gronodec Premier Fascia has been designed to give any visible
edges of your decking a neat and flawless appearance. Made with
wood from sustainably managed sources combined with 100%
recycled plastic, Gronodec Premier Fascia is extremely hard
wearing, gentle on the environment. Available in a range of five
contemporary colours mocha, brown, coffee, silver, and charcoal.
GronoMax Fascia
11mm x 235mm x 3660mm
GronoMax Fascia has been designed to give any visible edges of
your decking a neat and flawless appearance. Made with wood from
sustainably managed sources combined with 100% recycled plastic,
GronoMax Fascia is extremely hard wearing, gentle on the
environment. Available in burnt shipwreck.

GronoDual Nose Board
23mm x 136mm x 3660mm
10kg
GronoDual Nose Boards have been designed to give any visible
edges of your decking a neat and flawless appearance. Available in
a range of four colours light grey, charcoal, brown, and coffee.
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GronoDual Fascia
10mm x 170mm x 3660mm
8.27kg
GronoDual Fascia has been designed to give any visible edges of
your decking a neat and flawless appearance. Made with wood from
sustainably managed sources combined with 100% recycled plastic,
GronoDuo Fascia is extremely hard wearing, gentle on the
environment. Available in a range of four colours light
grey/charcoal, and brown/coffee.

Gronodec Starter Clips and Screws x 50
Our Gronodec Starter Clips have been specifically designed for the
installation of our Gronodec range of composite decking. Please see
our Gronodec Installation Guide for a number of clip recommendations.
Premier and GronoMax: 9mm
GronoDual: 8mm

Gronodec Centre Clips and Screws x 100
Our Gronodec Centre clips have been specifically designed for the
installation of our Gronodec range of composite decking. Please see our
Gronodec Installation Guide for a number of clip recommendations.
Premier and GronoMax: 9mm
GronoDual: 8mm

Gronodec Nylon T Clips x 100
8mm
Made from Nylon, our Gronodec Nylon T Clips are tough, longlasting, and are essential for ensuring a perfect and professional
finish to your Gronodec installation.

Gronodec L Trim
50mm x 50mm x 3660mm
The Gronodec L Trim has been designed to give any visible edges of
your decking, fencing, and cladding a neat flawless appearance.
Available in mocha, brown, coffee, silver, and charcoal.
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Gronodec Composite Joists
30mm x 50mm x 3000mm
The Gronodec Composite Joist is an ideal solution for low-lying
projects whereby you are installing directly onto a solid base
(such as concrete). Our composite joist is a long-life, lowmaintenance subframe option that is an excellent solution in
aiding drainage. Available in charcoal.
Gronodec Nose Trim
50mm x 50mm x 3660mm
5kg
Gronodec Nose Trim has been designed to give any visible edges of
your step or decking a neat and flawless appearance. Made with
wood from sustainably managed sources combined with 100%
recycled plastic, Gronodec Nose Trim is extremely hard wearing,
gentle on the environment. Installed with Grono aluminum clips and
screws. Available in a range of five contemporary colours mocha,
brown, coffee, silver, and charcoal.

Gronodec Premier End Caps
Available in mocha, brown, coffee, silver, and charcoal.

Gronodec Spacer
The Gronodec Spacer ensures the correct expansion gap during
decking installation. Please see our Gronodec Installation Guide for
more details.

Gronodec Glass Aluminum Balustrade System
Our Gronodec Glass Balustrade system comes with 10mm clear
toughened glass as standard along with a 42.2mm diameter
handrail in satin or mirror finish 304 or 316-grade stainless steel. It
is available in 42.4mm diameter or 48.3mm diameter posts with
matching top rail.
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Gronodec Pedestals
Adjustment from 40mm - 60mm / 80mm - 140mm
Our Gronodec Pedestals are easy to set and maintain the desired
height. Resistance to crushing tests excess 1 tonne. Fix by
inserting a screw on the side. Made from recycled plastic.

Gronodec Clip Lock Adjustable Pedestal and Joist System
Adjustable from 80mm - 100mm
The Gronodec Clip Lock Adjustable Pedestal and Joist System is
a worldwide first pedestal joist system, for raised installation of
stone and decking. Developed by the Grono Team.

Did you know?
Our Gronodec products and accessories are tested
in the UK here at Grono. UV, boil, cold temperature,
and pressure tested.
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Inspiration

Gronodec Premier in silver, with Gronodec Premier L Trim in charcoal

Gronodec Premier in silver
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Gronodec Premier in brown

GronoDual in light grey and charcoal, with Gronolight Premier

GronoDual in light grey, with Gronolight Talk

GronoMax in burnt shipwreck
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Gronolight is the perfect way to add ambiance to an outdoor space,
bringing the inside out and creating another room in the garden that can be
used long into the evening. The Gronolight range features three different
LED options: Premier, Moon, and Talk.
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Premier
Gronolight Premier consists of a white LED, 30mm
round IP44 deck light kit. A quality decking light kit,
containing 10 LED deck lights, with polished stainless
steel body and daylight white LED. This light is ideal for
illuminating and decorating a pathway, and to help you
to walk safely at night time.
1.2w
45mm x 16mm
10pcs

Moon
With a half-moon shape, Gronolight Moon can be
aimed to illuminate a feature or downstairs. Creating
dramatic lighting effects to enhance the look and feel
of any home or garden. These 10 pcs LED decking
lights have an extremely long lifespan of over 50000
hours.
0.6w
35mm x 35mm
10pcs

Talk
Gronolight Talk has built-in software that you can
control remotely for an easier, efficient, and
personalised way of using your decking kit. There’s no
need for a hub or complex installations. Gronolight Talk
is compatible with Alexa and Siri.
0.6w
35mm x 26mm
10pcs
Wifi enabled
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Inspiration

Gronodec Premier in charcoal with Gronolight Premier

Gronodec Premier in silver with Gronolight Premier
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Gronolight Talk

Gronodec Premier in silver with Gronolight Talk

Gronodec Premier in charcoal with Gronolight Premier

Gronodec Premier in silver with Gronolight Moon
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Gronofence is made out of wood from sustainably managed sources
combined with 100% recycled plastic which means it is extremely hardwearing and gentle on the environment. Looking for a fencing system that
is weatherproof, requires little to no maintenance, and gives your outdoor
space a premium finish? Then Gronofence might be just what you are
looking for! All of our fencing products come with the added benefit of a
25-year product warranty.
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Premier
Gronofence Premier is an aesthetically
pleasing and durable range of eco-friendly
composite fencing products available on the
market today. Easy to install and low
maintenance, it is perfect for both residential
and commercial projects. Gronofence is made
out of wood from sustainably managed
sources combined with 100% recycled plastic
which means it is extremely hard wearing and
gentle on the environment. Gronofence
Premier is available in charcoal, silver, and
brown.

Gronofence Premier in silver

Characteristics
20mm x 205mm x 1830mm
Weight: 3kg
9 boards for a 1.8m bay
Weather-resistant
Low maintenance
Rot-resistant
Splinter free
Product material - WPC: 55% recycled wood fibre, 35% recycled
plastic,10% additive

brown

silver

charcoal
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Deep Embossed

Gronofence Deep Embossed
in charcoal

The Gronofence Deep Embossed range has an
industry-first fork deep embossed finish. Easy to install
and low maintenance it is perfect for both residential
and commercial projects. Gronofence is made out of
wood from sustainably managed sources combined
with 100% recycled plastic which means it is
extremely hard wearing and gentle on the
environment. Available in brown, silver, and charcoal.

Characteristics
19mm x 210mm x 1900mm
Weight: 3kg
9 boards for a 1.9m bay
Waterproof
Low maintenance
Rot-resistant
Splinter free
Product material - WPC: 55% recycled wood fibre, 35% recycled
plastic,10% additive

brown
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silver

charcoal

Accessories
Our Gronofence accessories have been specifically designed to
accompany our product ranges and will help you finish the job
to the highest standards.
Gronofence Post
100mm x 100mm x 2400mm
The Gronofence Post is splinter proof, natural-looking, low
maintenance, easy to install, British designed, and anti-rot. The
Gronofence post must be installed within a 40cm footing. Available
in a range of 3 contemporary colours brown, charcoal, and silver.

Gronofence Cap
Complete your Gronofence installation with the Gronofence Cap,
that fits perfectly onto the Gronofence post. Available in a range of 3
contemporary colours brown, charcoal, and silver.

Gronofence Railing Sets
Available in 1780mm and 1850mm
Complete your Gronofence installation with the top and bottom
aluminum rail set.
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Inspiration

Gronofence Premier in silver with Gronofence Post & Cap
in silver

Gronofence Premier in silver with Gronofence Post &
Cap in silver

Gronofence Premier in charcoal with Gronofence Post & Cap in silver
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Gronofence Deep Embossed in brown, with Ineasi
Single End Connector

Gronofence Premier in charcoal with Gronofence Post &
Cap in silver

Gronofence Premier in silver with Ineasi Single End Connector
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Easi to install and very low maintenance Ineasi fencing is available in a
selection of three colours: silver, charcoal, and stone. Ineasi fencing
comes with an added benefit of a 25-year product warranty.
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Fence
Ineasi fence is a durable range of eco-friendly composite fence panels
available on the market. Easi to install and low maintenance, it is the perfect
choice for both residential and commercial projects. Ineasi Fencing is made
out of wood from sustainably managed sources combines with 100% recycled
plastic which means it is extremely hard wearing and gentle on the
environment. For a fencing system that is weather-resistant, requires minimal
maintenance, and gives your outdoor space a premium finish, then Ineasi
fencing is the perfect solution for you!
Characteristics
19mm x 200mm x 1900mm
9 boards for a 1.8m bay
Weather-resistant
Low maintenance
Rot-resistant
Splinter free
Product material - WPC: 55% recycled wood fibre, 35% recycled
plastic,10% additive

stone

silver

charcoal
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Accessories
Ineasi accessories have been specifically designed to
accompany our product ranges and will help you finish the job
to the highest standards.
Ineasi Single End Connector
27mm x 38mm x 2000mm
The Ineasi Single End Connector is used for the starter and corner
profile for the Ineasi Fence Range. The Ineasi profile saves you the
hassle of replacing the concrete posts and timber. This profile
screws directly into your current concrete/timber posts. The Ineasi
Single End Connector is available in a range of 3 colours charcoal,
silver and stone.

Ineasi Double Connector
27mm x 63mm x 2000mm
The Ineasi Double Connector is used for as a joining profile for the
Ineasi Fence Range. The Ineasi profile saves you the hassle of
replacing the concrete posts. This profile screws directly into your
current concrete/timber posts. The Ineasi Double Connector is
available in a range of 3 colours charcoal, silver and stone.

Ineasi Railing Sets
Available in 1900mm
Complete your Ineasi installation with the top and bottom aluminum
rail set.

Did you know?
Gronofence and Ineasi Accessories can be used
together!
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Inspiration

Ineasi Fence in silver with Ineasi Single End Connector

Ineasi Fence in stone with Ineasi Single End Connector and Ineasi Double Connector
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 ronoclad WPC composite cladding is ideally suited to smartening up
G
both residential and commercial properties, it is a perfect and eco-friendly
solution for design and architectural projects. Made out of wood from
sustainably managed sources, combined with 100% recycled plastic, each
of our external cladding boards is extremely hard-wearing and
environmentally friendly. Gronoclad comes with the added benefit of a 25year product warranty.
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Premier
Gronoclad Premier is a visually impacting and ecofriendly solution for design and architectural projects
as well as creating an enhanced feature wall.
Gronoclad Premier comes with the added benefit of
a 25-year product warranty and is available in three
colours: mocha, silver, and charcoal.

Characteristics
21mm x 145mm x 3660mm (125mm when fitted)
Weather-resistant
UV resistant
Low maintenance
Corrosion resistant
Eco-friendly

mocha

silver

charcoal

Gronoclad Premier in mocha
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charcoal

grey

Deep Embossed
The Gronoclad Deep Embossed range is
made out of wood from sustainably managed
sources combined with 100% recycled plastic
which means it’s extremely hard wearing and
gentle on the environment. An interlocking
system including a full system with
accessories. With a deep wood grain finish
and available in three contemporary colours:
charcoal, grey, and antique wood,
Gronoclad Deep Embossed offers a wide
variety to suit all trends.
Characteristics
20mm x 160mm x 3660mm
Weather-resistant
UV resistant
Low maintenance
Corrosion resistant
Eco-friendly
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antique wood

Box
Gronoclad Box comes with a co-extruded finish providing an on-trend,
modern and sophisticated look for your outdoor area. With no need to
paint, stain, or oil, Gronoclad Box looks as impressive as natural wood
cladding. Made out of wood from sustainably managed sources, combined
with 100% recycled plastic, each of our external cladding boards is
extremely hard-wearing and environmentally friendly. Gronoclad Box is
available in four contemporary colours: teak, maple, antique wood, and
charcoal.
Characteristics
25mm x 148mm x 3660mm
Weather-resistant
UV resistant
Low maintenance
Corrosion resistant
Eco-friendly

teak

maple

antique wood

charcoal
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Accessories
Our Gronoclad accessories have been specifically designed to
accompany our product ranges and will help you finish the job
to the highest standards.

Gronoclad Box Corner Fascia
50mm x 50mm x 3660mm
Add a finishing touch to your Gronoclad project, with our specially
designed Corner Fascia. The corners are dressed to make the whole
project come together.

Gronoclad Box End Fascia
46mm x 55mm x 3600mm
The Gronoclad Box Cladding End Fascia covers the end of your
cladding installation, making it the perfect accessory to complete
your installation.

Gronoclad Deep Embossed Joint Fascia
32mm x 79mm x 3660mm
Made from WPC, the Gronoclad Box Joint Fascia completes a fascia
corner for a neat and professional finish to your project.

Gronoclad Deep Embossed End Fascia
47mm x 60mm x 3600mm
Complete your installation with the Gronoclad Deep Embossed
Cladding End Fascia board, which covers the end of your cladding.
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Gronoclad Deep Embossed Inner Corner
70mm x 70mm x 3600mm
Add distinction to corners of your installation with our Gronoclad
Deep Embossed Inner Corner. Our trims are specially designed for a
faster and easier installation.

Gronoclad Deep Embossed Outer Corner
69mm x 69mm x 3600mm
Add a finishing touch to your Gronoclad project, with our specially
designed Gronoclad Deep Embossed Outer Corner.

Gronoclad Deep Embossed Aluminium Clip
2cm
Our Gronoclad Aluminium Clips have been specifically designed for
the installation of Gronoclad.

Gronoclad Deep Embossed Aluminium Starting Bar

Our Gronoclad Aluminium Starting Bar have been specifically
designed for the installation of Gronoclad.

Gronoclad Deep Embossed Accessories

Gronoclad Box Accessories

End Fasica
Outer Corner

Corner Fasica

Joint Fasica

Inner Corner

End Fasica
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 he Gronograss product range offers a variety of artificial grass types to
T
suit all needs and requirements. Produced to the highest possible
standards for a flawless, durable, and low-maintenance lawn.
Gronograss is one of the most realistic artificial lawns available, with lush
blades and a dead thatch that creates a more authentic appearance. It is
also child and pet-friendly and provides a luxurious, practical, and safe
outdoor space for all the family. Gronograss is weather-resistant and
comes with the added benefit of a 10-year product warranty.
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Premier 35
Grono Premier 35 mm artificial grass creates
a lush, realistic lawn that will maintain its
colour and vibrancy all year round with very
little maintenance required. This safe,
durable, and long-lasting product will maintain
its bright, freshly-cut appearance all year
round. The Grono 35 mm is covered by the
Grono Recycle Scheme. The pile height is
35mm with a stitch rate of 19 stitches per
10cm.

Luxury 40
The Luxury 40 mm is the most luxurious
artificial grass in the range. The Luxury 40
creates a lush, realistic lawn that will
maintain its colour and vibrancy all year
round. The 40 mm pile height, with the 20
stitches per 10cm, gives the perfect
combination to give you a lawn of
perfection.
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Eco 30
Our revolutionary Eco 30 mm is 100%
recyclable artificial grass. The Eco range
comes with patented technology. Its
innovative new backing brings you fully
recyclability, softness, ultra-lightweight and
superior drainage. The pile height is 30mm
with a stitch rate of 18 stitches per 10cm.

Eco 38
Our revolutionary Eco 38 mm is 100%
recyclable artificial grass. The Eco range
comes with patented technology. Its
innovative new backing brings you fully
recyclability, softness, ultra-lightweight
and superior drainage. The pile height is
38mm with a stitch rate of 20 stitches per
10cm.
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Sports 13
Sports 13 mm is a dense, curled, short pile synthetic
grass that is hard-wearing, easy to maintain, and perfect
for an all-rounded sports grass ideal for putting greens,
football, hockey, and much more. The pile height is
13mm with a stitch rate of 34 stitches per 10cm.
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Accessories
Our Gronograss accessories have been specifically designed to
accompany our product ranges and will help you finish the job
to the highest standards.

Gronograss Joining Tape
0.2mm x 100mm
Our Gronograss Joining Tape comes in widths of 20cm and can be
ordered in a length to suit your specific project. Completely
weatherproof, it provides the ideal surface for gluing and joining any
edges.

Gronograss Cleaner - (No Fragrance)
1L
Our Gronograss Cleaner is perfect for keeping your grass looking
fantastic all year round - particularly useful if you have pets. Our
packaging is made from 100% recycled materials.

Gronograss Bond Glue
300ml
Gronograss Bond Glue is a durable adhesive to make sure the joins
in your new Gronograss artificial lawn are completely secure.
Specially designed for use on outdoor artificial grass, our bond glue
will help ensure your grass stays in place for up to 20 years, come
rain or shine!

Gronograss U PINS
3mm
Gronograss U Pins are Made with 11 Gauge (3.0mm) Steel. No bend
when pushed into the artificial grass/hard base ground.
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Gronograss Rake
1350mm x 450mm
The Gronograss Rake is especially suited for use during installation
as it will enable blooming of the entire area as well as lifting and
blending joints between sections of artificial grass. Sweep area of
45cm.

Watch our Gronograss install video
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Inspiration

Gronograss Grono Premier 30 mm

Gronograss Luxury 40 mm
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Gronograss Grono Premier 30 mm

Gronograss Luxury 40 mm

Gronograss Eco 30 mm

Gronograss Eco 38 mm
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An aesthetically pleasing and well-designed green wall can improve staff
productivity with a colourful, green oasis to admire and inspire. Our Deluxe
and Instant livingwall's are incredibly quick and easy to install. We use highquality materials which are highly durable and capable of looking their very
best for many years. The Gronolivingwall range is made from recycled
plastics.
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Instant Green
The beautiful artificial mixed plants
combine a selection of ferns, grass
plants, ivy leaves, and foliage. Our lifelike
hedge panels are perfect for bright green
wall art and vertical feature designs.

Characteristics
Available in 1000mm x 1000mm tiles
Vibrant design with multiple colour
contrasts
Easy to install
Eliminate water and energy use
Low maintenance

Deluxe Green
With our Grono Deluxe Green Wall, you
can create an elegant design with that
"WOW" factor. Lush tropical foliage will
stay fresh all year round and requires no
water or maintenance and is an ideal
product for events, or for an internal or
external feature wall.
Characteristics
Available in 1000mm x 1000mm tiles
Vibrant design with multiple colour
contrasts
Easy to install
Eliminate water and energy use
Low maintenance
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Inspiration

Gronolivingwall Instant Green

Gronolivingwall Instant Green
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Gronolivingwall Deluxe Green

Gronolivingwall Deluxe Green

Gronolivingwall Deluxe Green
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The Grono contemporary outdoor garden Shed makes storing anything
simple and stylish. The Grono Shed is made out of durable and weatherresistance WPC, with a water resistance roof and an aluminium gutter
system.
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The Grono Shed is well ventilated and comes with windows to allow plenty
of natural lights. Ideal for outdoor storage solutions for all garden tools,
and garden furniture including BBQs. A high ceiling that lets you move
around with ease, and wide doors, making it easy for you to access
everything. The Grono Shed is secure and lockable.
The Grono Shed is available in two sizes: 2m x 2m and 4m x 3m, which is
available in charcoal.

Characteristics
2m x 2m
Weight: 70kg
Height: 2.89m
Weather-resistant WPC
Double tempered glass
Full kit includes: keys,
glass, guttering and doors

Characteristics
4m x 3m
Weight: 210kg
Height: 2.89m
Weather-resistant WPC
Double tempered glass
Full kit includes: keys,
glass, guttering and doors
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The Grono Pergola is the most stylish, high-tech available product on the
market today. It is crafted from high-quality aluminium which ensures a
solid low maintenance construction. The aluminium structure is UV
protected, so it is resistant to fading and protects from harmful UV rays.
The Grono Pergola is 100% weather-resistant and waterproof therefore
perfectly suitable for long term use.
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The Grono Pergola is perfect for winter nights. There are remotecontrolled LED lighting strips around the perimeter. The LED strips can be
multicolour or white and you can also set them to change automatically.
There are two easy wind mechanism on the back two corners of the
Pergola that open and close the roof shutters.
The Grono Pergola is available in two sizes: 3m x 3m and 4m x 3m, which
is available in charcoal.
Characteristics
3m x 3m (with a height of 2.3m)
4m x 3m (with a height of 2.3m)
Free Standing with 4 columns
Suitable for all weather conditions
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The Gronograss
Life Scheme
Our Core Values
Recycling
We are working with the UK’s leading waste management companies to
recycle unwanted artificial grass.
Reusing
We have teamed up with a leading technology company in reusing
Gronograss and making it into landscaping products sold back into the
branches.
Reducing
100% Recyclable Products: The creation of eco-designed products in all
phases: conception, design, materials, production, use, longevity, and
recyclability of the product; and avoiding the transfer of environmental
impact between stages.
The Recycling Journey
1. Gronograss is purchased in branch
2. The Grono team will pick up unwanted Gronograss, which will be
recycled and reused
3. The Gronograss arrives at the technology centre and enters the
recycling process
4. The Gronograss is then recycled/reused to create new products
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Grono Samples
Choosing your Grono products and colour is a big
decision and it is important to get it right. To help
make your decision easier, you can request a sample
via our website.

Request your sample order:
https://grono.co.uk/sample-order/

Installation
If you need help installing any Grono products, you
can find individual product installation guides on our
website. If you require further assistance, please feel
free to contact us via phone, 0161 877 0929, or
email, sales@grono.co.uk
Download our installation guides:
https://grono.co.uk/product-guides/

Grono Installer Scheme
As an approved installer you will receive projects
directly from Grono. There are no ongoing costs
involved to become an approved installer, once you
have achieved sign-off, you are then ready to receive
projects from us.
Register your interest via our website:
https://grono.co.uk/installer-scheme

Visit our website
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